Shenandoah Moon
Class Descriptions and Price List

Jewelry
Introduction to Earrings, Design and make two pairs of earrings with your choice of beads, $32
Introduction to Bracelets and Necklaces, Learn the basics of using flexible wire, $24 plus supplies
Memory Wire Bracelet, Make an easy wire bracelet using beads of your choice, $10 plus beads
Hemp Macramé Bracelet, “Weave” a simple macramé bracelet with hemp and beads, $15
Chain Stitch Wrap Bracelet, Make a stylish wrap bracelet with beads or gems, $12 plus supplies
Super Duo Serpentine Bracelet, an intermediate off-loom bead weaving project, $18 plus supplies

Leather Jewelry
Beaded Leather Wrap Bracelet w/ Jump Rings, Easy bracelets you'll love to wear, $15 plus beads
Gem or Pearl and Leather Earrings and Bracelet, Super-fast, easy, sporty, & stylish, $35
Gem, Leather & Chain Necklace, Learn to use leather and chain in design, $18 plus supplies
Suede Lace Necklace, Finish a necklace one of three ways using suede lace, $18 plus supplies

Wire Jewelry
Wirework, Learn about properties of wire and make ear wires, bead cages, and more, $35
Wire & Bead Christmas Tree Earrings, Make these adorable earrings as gifts, $24
Wire Bangle Bracelet, Create an embellished bangle with beads and wire, $20 plus supplies
Egyptian Style Wire Bracelet, Braid a beautiful wire and bead bracelet, $20 plus supplies
Wire Work Rings, Make two wire and bead or gemstone rings, $28
Perfect Earrings Using a Jig, Create two styles of earrings using a jig, $32
Freeform Wire Wrapping, Learn two easy ways to wrap pendants, $25 plus pendant

Fiber Art & Fabric Embellishment
Decorate your jeans or T-shirt, Make stencils and "paint" clothes with artist fabric crayons, $20
Fusible Fabric Applique, Get creative with fabric as you learn this versatile technique, $20-$25
Silk Scarf Dyeing, Dye a silk scarf using cold water dyes, $30 for one, $24 each additional
Wool Dyeing with Acid Dyes, Learn how to dye wool and other animal fibers, $20 plus BYO wool
Impressionist T-shirt, Design a stunning artistic T-shirt with alcohol inks, $20 plus BYO tee-shirt
Felted Wool Flower, Create a colorful beaded pin as you learn the basics of wet felting, $28
Introduction to Needle felting, Learn to create an object or embellish a sweater or wool scarf, $25
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